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Sports Outlook Timeout 
NFL mock draft We need your help to All-nighter advice 
#savestudentnewsrooms 
Established in 1907, South Carolina's oldest college newspaper roars for Clemson.Volume 112I Issue 121 April 23, 2018 
0 thetigernews C) @thetigercu 8 @thetigercu 0 thetigernews.com 
Written by Elizabeth Tucker, News Editor 
If you haven't picked up a newspaper this year, don't worry. This article has 
all that you need to know to be caught up on everything that has happened 
at Clemson in the past year, ranked by The Tiger senior staff. It's been a 
memorable year, and here's how it all went down. 
10. SUPREME COURT JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR 
VISITS CLEMSON 
Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor visited Clemson for a 
moderated question-and-answer session in the Brooks Center theater. 
Throughout the session, she walked about the audience of about 950 
people to take pictures with students while answering questions. Sotomayor 
discussed challenges she has faced throughout her life and managed to work 
in advice for college students. "There are no bad choices, unless you engage 
in criminal activity. That's a bad choice," Sotomayor said. 
9. HURRICANE IRMA 
Clemson University closed facilities and cancelled classes due to the anticipation of 
Hurricane Irma's impact on South Carolina. 
8. ROAD WORK AHEAD? UH YEAH, ISURE HOPE IT DOES. 
DAVID PEREZ / / Photo Editor 
Construction crews are upgrading utility systems serving Clemson's main 
campus, meaning there will be road closures and delays for the next few 
months. The utility construction began April 16 with Highway 93, which is 
phase one of three. Phase one will last through May 23 with closures ofparts 
of Highway 93 between Cherry Road and Calhoun Drive. During phase two, 
beginning mid-May, Highway 93 will be closed from Cherry Road to College 
Avenue. Phase three will begin mid- to late July when Highway 93 will be 
closed from College Avenue to Williamson Road. Officials have urged the 
use of Perimeter Road for transport around campus. The goal is to finish the 
upgrades prior to the kickoff of football season, and if there are delays due to 
weather or other factors, crews will temporarily open all lanes on game days. 
7. HIPPS FAMILY SETTLEMENT 
The family ofTucker Hipps reached a settlement with Clemson University, 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and members ofSigma Phi Epsilon amid wrongful 
death and personal injury lawsuits afrer Hipps' death in September 2014 on 
Lake Hartwell. Cindy and Gary Hipps, Hipps' parents, filed two different 
lawsuits in March 2015 seeking $25 million. According to the lawsuit, Hipps DAVID PEREZ// Photo Editor 
went on a run with his pledge class afrer a confrontation with Thomas Carter 
King because Hipps was asked to bring 30 McDonald's biscuits and two gallons 
of chocolate milk, but Hipps failed to do so. According to the lawsuit, during 
the run, Hipps was forced to walk across narrow railing on the bridge, and he 
died of injuries consistent with a fall.The case remains unsolved and open with 
no criminal charges filed. 
6. SPORTS PLAYOFFS 
Clemson's football and basketball programs both had spectacular years. In 
football, Clemson made it to the College Football Playoffs for the third year in 
a row after winning the ACC championship against Miami. Clemson lost to 
Alabama 24-6 in the Sugar Bowl. In basketball, Clemson made it to the Sweet 16 
after being predicted to finish 13 out of 15 in the ACC. Go Tigers! 
5. BYE CLEMSON HOUSE DAVID PEREZ// Photo Editor 
The collapse took less than a minute, but the memories will last a lifetime. 
Clemson House was demolished on Sunday, Dec. 3 at 8:30 a.m. afrer standing 
for 24,504 days. A series of small explosions on the first, third and fifth floors 
brought down the building. The area will become a green space and parking 
area. 
4. SOCIAL HOST ORDINANCE 
During Clemson's spring break, the City ofClemson passed a new social 
host ordinance. According to the ordinance, social hosts cannot knowingly 
allow those underage to possess or consume alcohol or allow those underage to 
be pr~sent at a social gathering where alcohol is present and accessible, unless 
measul'.es are taken to prevent the consumption and possession of alcohol. 
I Furthermore, social hosts cannot allow a social gathering at an unlicensed 
location to get out of control. The goal of the new ordinance is to hold social 
hosts accountable for allowing underage individuals to consume or possess 
alcohol. 
I DAVID PEREZ// Photo Editor 
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3. CATBUS ACCIDENTS 
A meme among students and a crisis for administration: the CATBus incidents. 
Starting with a crash down stairs by the stadium prior to the Auburn game, the 
CATBus continued an unfortunate streak when a student stepped out in front of 
a CATBus turning right from Zeta Theta Street onto Cherry Road. The driver was 
found not at fault for the incident. To add insult to injury, a CATBus caught fire 
near Core Campus in January. These incidents are not without consequence though. 
Several buses will retire this summer and be replaced with ten Proterra Electric buses, 
according to CATBus director Keith Moody. 
Contribated by Savannah Miller 
2. SEXUAL ASSAULTS AND IFC BAN 
An 18-year-old woman was charged with filing a false police report concerning the assault at the Clemson Delta Chi 
fraternity house. She has stated to the media that she is innocent; the case has not yet gone to trial. After reported sexual 
assaults at Alpha Gamma Rho in December and Delta Chi in January, the Clemson University lnterfraternity Council (IFC) 
suspended social events at fraternity houses. 
1. IMPEACHMENT TRIAL 
CUSG Senator Miller Hoffman flied a motion for Vice President Jaren Stewart's impeachment on Oct. 9. The motion 
failed, but it was later revealed that a procedural error occurred and the motion should have been heard. On Oct. 23, 
the motion was heard again, and senators voted in favor of having an impeachment trial for Stewart. After a 10+ hour 
impeachment trial on Nov. 6, Stewart was not impeached - the final vote two votes short of the 44 needed to impeach. 
At the SCPA awards on 
Apri I 20, The Tiger won 
a total of 1 0 awards! 
Journalist ofthe Year- Saavon Smalls 
First Place Infographic - Nicole Clamp 
First Place Multimedia Story- MatthewWieten 
and Katie McCarthy 
First Place Student Gowrnment Beat Co~- Staff 
First Place Sports Photograph* Kim Montuoro 
First Place Editorial Writing - Staff 
Second Place Multimedia Story - Staff 
Second Place Use ofSocial Media - Staff 
Third Place Special Section or Edition - Staff 
Third Place Arts and Entertainment Story -
Saavon Smalls 
Congratulations! 
+-
Top five things you need to know this week 
Clemson University trustees Spring Ceramics Studio sale and Clemson culinary students cook 
approve academic, athletic plans CSArt shareholders event to be up melting pot of culturally 
in quarterly meeting April 25 diverse flavors 
Clemson's board of trustees approved plans for athletic facilities Clemson's department of art will hold its Spring Clemson students participating in the Culinary Nutrition 
as well as academic programs at a recent quarterly meeting. Ceramics Studio sale and Community Support Art (CSArt) Creative Inquiry, led by Margaret Condrasky, are learning about 
Among the plans approved were a phase one concept plan for Pick Up on April 25 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the hallway in cultural diversity through cooking lessons. 
the design ofan operations concept fur the men's and women's soccer front of the Lee Gallery. In the project, students reviewed the design of the programs. The total cost is estimated to be around $8 million. The sale will showcase art made by undergraduate curriculum for the South Carolina 4-H Melting Pot program,
Other approved plans were phase two plans which include a students, graduate students and faculty with everything from which is a summer culinary youth camp funded by the Walmart 
complex for the new softball program. functional artwork to sculptural artwork. Foundation. 
Academically speaking, the Hayek Center for Business This annual event is a fundraiser to support student travel The cultures focused on include Asia, Africa, Native 
Prosperity was approved. The center is funded by a private gift and is to the National Council on Education for the Ceramic Art Americans, Latinos/Hispanics and the Mediterranean. Clemson
named for Friedrich Hayek, a Nobel Ptire winning economist. conference and other professional activities. students, using their knowledge about nutrition science, adjusted 
recipes from a program at Pennsylvania State University by chef 
Anne Quinn Corr for campers to prepare and sample. Brooks Center theaters to reopen Clemson Model United Nations Camps will be held in Beaufort, Berkeley, Charleston, 
Dorchester, Fairfield, Jasper, Marion, Richland, Saluda andahead of schedule travels to Barcelona 
Sumter counties. 
After several bats were spotted above the stage in Clemson's The Oemson Model United Nations team travded to 
Brooks Center and a colony was found in a wall separating the lobby Barcelona to participated in the Catalonia Modd United Nations 
from the Brooks Theater, it was closed in March in order to remove Conference. 
the unwdcomed audience members. Topics discussed included women rights, nuclear proliferation, 
The closing came in the middle ofvarious university events as the refugee crisis in Myanmar and territorial claims ofAntarctica. 
well as student performances. Scheduled performances were moved Of the 10 students from Clemson that attended, five won 
to different venues on campus, the city ofClemson or Central. awards at the conference. Clemson was one of the 60 universities 
Fonunatdy, the bats were successfully removed and the Brooks that attended. 
Center will open two weeks ahead ofschedule on April 27. 
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Imagine, just for a Journalism Day. We're proud independent, we went this newsroom operating. join in on it, too. We can't 
moment, what life would be to stand with the staff of to CUSG and asked for That's because The save The Tiger, and other SOCIAL MEDIA 
SOPHIA RADEBAUGHlike if The Tiger no longer the Independent Florida funding, and we've received Tiger has provided each of student media outlets, Social Media Director 
existed. Who would you turn Alligator at the University annual funding since. But us with an experience we without your help. 
to for information when a of Florida, who started the that funding can't make up couldn't get anywhere else. If The Tiger has been 
CATbus catches fire? Who movement, and student for the continuing fall in it weren't for The Tiger, some roaring for Clemson for 111 MARKETING AND SALES 
would call out CUSG when media outlets across the U.S . advertising revenue, and the of us wouldn't have gone on years. Help us continue to tigerssqoored@gmail.com 
LILLIAN POSTONit does something shady? to #SaveStudentNewsrooms. day may come when CUSG to become award-winning roar for decades to come. 
Marketing and Sales DirectorWhat would you use for last The Tiger's financial is no longer willing to make journalists, doctors, lawyers Staff editorials are ANTONIO IIARRISON 
,, !DinuJe w.r.q,ping pape.r when yv9es beg,!n Jon_g before any up the difference between•·. and teachers. There are composed by The Tiger's Business Manager- -
there are no newspapers to of our current staff came to our printing costs and our children that would not have editorial board. Editorials CATIB BAKER 
HALEY KLAUSbe found? Clemson. In Fall 2013, we ad sales. been born had their parents reflect at least a two-thirds BETHANY WILLIAMS 
Unfortunately, that went into the red, amassing Needless to say, we're not met in our newsroom. majority of the board. In KENDALL PATRICK 
future isn't far off. tens of thousands of dollars not going to go down without Today, these experiences representing the ma;orzty LOGAN RILEY Brand ConsultantsThe Tiger, like many m debt. Since that time, a fight. Yes, production and opportunities are in view, staffeditorials may not 
student-run newsrooms we've tried our hardest to nights are grueling. Yes, there jeopardy. Future Clemson represent the individual view 
across the country, is climb out of the hole and get are times when some of us students, and college students ofany particular member. DISTRIBUTION
struggling financially. And back in the black. think about quitting. Yes, across the U.S., may not get l'o sup.port The Tiger, tigerssquared@ gmail .com 
no one's been talking about We stopped paying our we get upset when someone the same chances thoseas JAMAR MATTHEWSplease couaidii doaadat Distribution Managerit - until now. staff in Fall 2014. Today, all criticizes our work. Despite that came before them. to du: Dr. Louis He.my RICHAE HAYNESThat's why on of our student journalists do all of the blood, sweat That's why we're joining AUBREY DAVIS'5;J Endowment by cal 
SOLOMON GOODWINApril 25, The Tiger will their work for free. and tears that comes with the #SaveStudentNewsrooms Clemsan University's CHRISTINE ffUMOWITZbe pamctpating in the In 2015, after nearly a working here, we will go to movement, and we're asking Annual Giving Office at Distribution Representatives 
"unofficial" Support Student decade of being financially the ends of the Earth to keep everyone reading this to 864-.656-5896. 
CONTACT US 
MAINOFFicEGun safety, not control 315 Hendrix Student Center 
Clemson University 
Phone (864) 656-2150 Arianna Grevious words matter. Diction and and Democrats are less like ones designed to keep students are in the perfect Fax (864)656-4772 
PRINTERContributor connotation affect public divided on the issue of guns out .of the hands of position to assert their 
Anderson Independent Mail, perceptions of issues, gun safety than the media children. It could also views on the issue in terms Anderson , S.C. 
When talking about especially in politics. For reports. According to a promote innovation rather of gun safety. As young 
the gun debate, consider an starters, the word "control" 2017 Pew Research study, than strict regulation, with scholars and social media 
old piece ofmotherly advice: carries a connotation the majority of both the promotion ofsmart guns content producers, we can TheTiger is an independent
it's not what you say, but that makes people more parties support preventing with added safety features. choose how to shape the organization comprised of 
how you say it. Specifically, defensive. Control implies the mentally ill from Overall, public and private - context of this issue and many individuals. The opinions 
the discourse surrounding restriction - the opposite purchasing weapons, safety from gun violence is advance the conversation. expressed by any article maynot " 
gun legislation should be of liberty and a loss of requiring background at the heart of this debate; While it's na"ive to think ~ represent the views of 
changed (in both the media autonomy. It is reminiscent checks for private sales at the language used to discuss that changing a single The Tiger Newspaper, Oemson 
and everyday discussion) of regimes we've waged war gun shows, banning assault this topic should reflect the word is going to cease all University or the Board of 
from "gun control" to against and government style weapons and creating a central concern. contention over the issue of Irurtees. 
"gun safety." This would horror stories we create in federal database to track gun Our generation ts gun violence in America, it 
facilitate more meaningful movies and literature. In sales. The loss of innocent painfully aware of mass is possible to imagine that Letters to the F.ditor can be 
submitted todiscussions and, hopefully, the land of the free and lives due to the mishandling shootings, particularly in discussing "gun safety" 
editor.thetigemews@gmaitcom.solutions. While the switch the home of the brave, of guns is something schools. Clemson University rather t han "gun control" 
Letters shall be no longer thanfrom gun control to gun our knee-jerk reaction everyone is against. has the potential to truly could influence more 400 words and will run at thesafety may seem minor, the to anything purporting The word "safety" widen and challenge the people clouded by bias. If discretion ofthe F.ditor-in-Chie£
change could potentially control is to resist - even if also shifts the focus of perspectives of its students. the proposition of "gun 
open up real discussions the end result is the loss of the debate away from the Caught in the balance safety" is the term that Each readers 6rst copy ofThe
about gun policies, not more lives. right to own guns towards between attending a school opens the door to finding Tiger is free. All subsequent copies
only nationwide, but on Safety, however, is responsible and safe gun in a traditionally red state a common ground and are $1.00 each. 
Clemson's campus as well. a concept that . the vast ownership. Focusing on safe and being a part of the building better solutions, 
But how? majority of people can agree gun ownership could lead to generation leading the call it should be welcomed 
To put it simply, upon. In fact, Republicans more effective gun policies, for gun reform, Clemson with open arms. 
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NFLMOCKDRAFT:YEAROFTHEOUARTERBACK 
Colin Halni, Sports Editor 
This is a mock draft for this year's NFL Draft to be held on April 26-28. The first day is only the first round and features 32 ofthe best players in college football (we 
think) reaching their dream. This draft will try to predict each pick for each team. It will not try to predict any draft-day trades because that is nearly impossible. 
Instead oftaking the best player available, the Browns are gonna Browns 
/ 
ALABAMA 
A defensive line with Payne, Joey Bosa and Melvin Ingram is too nasry
and reach for a quarterback. In my opinion, there are no quarterbacks in 
I 1. Cl.EVELAND SROWNS: for the AFC to deal with. All three can rush the passer. All three can stop 
M4"~, :·'.".) 
·this class worthy ofa round one pick save one (who we will get to later) the run. All three can make a mean panini. made the last one up. SAM ,but too many teams have traded up at this point for the Browns to wait 
\ 
. ,, on a quarterback. Some rumors have hinted that new general manager 
(GM) John Dorsey is in love with Josh Allen, but that seems like smoke There is no reason a player ofMcGlinchey's caliber at his position should 
and mirrors. Browns gonna Browns. have made it as fur back as 18 overall. The Seahawks would probably 
party in the drafi- room ifthis happened and submit their pick within the 
· A monster on defense and the best pass rusher in this class, Chubb has first ten seconds. They really need to be able to protect Russell Wilson 
had 21 sacks in the past two years, though he did not record any against because that's pretry much all they have left at this point.
Clemson. Tiger funs might remember Chubb as the guy who kept 
stealing Kelly Bryant's rowel when they played in Raleigh last season. 
I highly doubt this happens, but anything is possible. America's FavoriteAll in all, he has speed and power, with the bend to get around offensive 
Team just lost franchise icon Dez Bryant and could use the sure handstackles. He's a plug-and-play starter from day one who can replace the
" of Ridley to weather the storm. A precise route runner is second tier
recently departed Jason Pierre-Paul. 
to a red-rone threat like Courtland Sutton, bur not any less important. 
Despite having re-signed Josh McCown and adding Teddy Bridgewater Playing wide receiver at Alabama is a rough assignment due to their 
in free agency, the Jets will be picking a quarterback. The question run-heavy nature, but Ridley still racked up 2781 yards over 44 games, 
is;:which one? They traded their first round pick this year plus two 2018 including the postseason. 
second round picks and a 2019 second round pick for the number three 
slot. No one gives up that much unless they are drafi-ing a quarterback 
or they are _profoundly stupid. Mayfield is the best quarterback in this There has been a lot ofquestions as to whether Wynn or Will Hernandez 
class and had a track record ofsuccess (except against Clemson). He was is the best guard behind Quenton Nelson. For me, it's a toss up, thus the 
a three-year starter at Oklahoma and leads every QB in this class in every Lions take Wynn as he comes from a higher pedigree program. 
passing stat. 
Again, this is kind of a toss up between Price and fellow Big-Ten centerWith their second pick in the first round, gained from the Houston 
James Daniels. Price has had more experience, but Daniels is bigger and 
.CLE 
l\°M 
-- Texans' pick for Deshaun Watson last year, they are going to pick the guy 
had better grades at the Combine. When it comes to the offensive line,they should have gotten from the start: running back Saquon Barkley. 
though, technique is the most imporrant trait. The Bengals need a ton ofBarkley was an absolute freak at the Combine, outperforming Oeveland 
offensive line help and they can jump start the process by drafi-ing Price.future Hall-of-Farner offensive tackleJoe Thomas at the bench press, and 
outrunning Future Hall-of-Fame return man Devin Hesrer at the 40-
yard dash. He also did all that while weighing 233 pounds, the most for The Bills got the number 12 pick by trading a young, controllable left\:: 
a running back at that speed since 2000. Based on true talent, he is the tackle. With this pick they get him right back. Miller is a freak standing
best player in this drafi- regardless ofposition. 
at 6'9", weighing 310 pounds and running a sub-5.00 40-yard dash. The 
Ever since Peyton Manning retired, the Broncos have had a rotating 40 doesn't mean too much for an offensive lineman, but it does speak to 
door of barely-passable quarterbacks. Former seventh-round pick Trevor his athletic ability. His ceiling is becoming a guy like Nate Solder who 
Siemian tried taking over, but he was average at best. The Broncos also just became the highest paid offensive tackle this offieason. 
drafi-ed Paxton Lynch a few years ago from Memphis, but he hasn't 
panned out. It would be a waste for Denver to finally get a quarterback 
only afi-er their elite defense is gone, so they will try to act now. Personally, 
There has been a lot of smoke about Bill Belichick picking LamarI thinkAllen is incredibly overrated and is just a guy with a great arm, but 
Jackson at this spot. While the Patriots do need another heir to thenothing else. 23. NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS Brady throne, Jackson isn't the type ofguy that Belichick likes. He wants 
The Colts have attempted for a while now to revamp their shambling dfRfld
--
"' a three-year starter with high accuracy and a pocket-passer mentality. 
6. INDIANAPOLIS COLTS: secondary, but it has been slow going. They need a true number one RUDOLPH, ~ , That's Rudolph in a nutshell. I don't buy that Jackson is even on their 
corner and, for this class, that's Ward. They drafi-ed Malik Hooker and radar. Plenty ofteams use these tactics to mask who they truly covet. ThisDENZEL WARD, CB OKLAHOMA STATE Quincy Wilson last year, but they dealt with injuries. Bringing in Ward is just a smokescreen.OHIO STATE would make AFC South quarterbacks' lives miserable and provide some 
cushion for Andrew Luck when he gets back. 
The last time the Panthers took a defensive player in the first round from 
Boston College it was Luke Kuechly. The fact that Landry has fullen 
This;; a.guy that can play any position in the secondary at a high level, this fur as a proven pass rusher is the miracle Carolina is hoping for. He 
coming from Nick Saban's "School for Gifted Athletes." If Saban were had 21 sacks in two years, but didn't quite have the same effect Bradley 
30 years younger, he'd be Fitzpatrick. Kind ofa no-brainer ifhe's still here Chubb did on the ACC. Nonetheless, he is an absolute steal at this point. 
especially with the soon-to-be retirement ofcorner Brent Grimes. 
A prospect this raw always seems to shoot up drafi- boards at theFew game highlights are as enjoyable to watch as Nelson's. Most offensive 
Combine, but Davenport needs more time to marinate behind somelinemen have the occasional pancake and decent protection, but Nelson 
great pass rushers before being let loose. Derrick Morgan and Briandoes it all. "~ule( is, the-term that has been thrown around a lot lately 
Otakpo are some ofthe best in the biz and could teach Davenport a lot. 
regarding him, and one only has to watch a few plays to see why. The 
Pass rushing isn't all muscle and speed. It requires a little something extraBears have some issues at guard and could give quarterback Mitch 
and that is what he needs to learn.Trubisky more time in the pocket by adding such a high talent player. 
Hughes is a bit on the shon side, but he isn't going to be drafi-ed byAtlantaWith quarterback no longer a need afi-er signing Jimmy Garoppolo to a 26.A 
as an outside corner, he will be drafi-ed as a dependable n.ickelback. Yes,9. SAk fRA:NC1$C0':1$ERS: massive extension, they decide to address the defense and add a young, Ml better than the band Nickelback. No, his team didn't win the National versatile linebacker. Edmunds _is list¢ as an outside guy, but he can playTREMAIN,,E:iDMU,NoslbLe Championship, but he did win the hearts ofscouts everywhere. Blazingboth ii;tside and outside, 'nishing the passer from both spots. At justVIRGINlll TECff 19 years of age, he can be molded into whatever defensive coordinator speed and a quick hip motion make him one ofthe best. 
¾,""" - ""' "' Rohen. Saleh wants him to be. 
Drew Brees is doing his best to stay in the league for as long as possible,He is a little small for a linebacker, but what the 6' l" prospect has is the 
but his time is nearing an end. Jackson is a very different type of
"o~c~e-ball instincts" necessary to captain a defense. Luke Kuechly was 
quarterback from Brees in almost every way. Brees is accurate, Jackson istaken ninth overall in 2012 and ifSmith turns out to be anything dose 
not. Brees stays in the pocket, Jackson leaves as soon as possible. Brees isto Kuechly, it will be well worth it. i 
a future hall--of-famer, Jackson is not...yet. 
Quite a few pundits think the Dolphins will be taking a quarterback, 
but they are getting back Rr'an Tannehill, who head coach Adam Gase 
11. MIAMI DOtpff:°' assures will be the startcrr H?s still fairly young and has shown great The Steelers will need to have a top offensive line to keep BenDERWIN JAMES, S improvement over the past few years up until his injury. Insread, I see Roerhlisberger from retiring early, so they step up and take a guard with
them taking centerfield safety from Florida State, Derwin James. JamesElORDIA STATE 
USC 
less polish and more rawness, but a first-round talent for sure. This guy ishad an injury-shortened sophomore season, but he came back strong 
about as raw as a rare steak.
the next year and forwent his remaining years of eligibility. Miami is 
getting a steal. 
It seems obvious that the Bills will be drafi-ing a quarterback. It might Ifnot for some questionable calls dutirig the AFC Championship game
not be the one chosen in this particular mock, bur it will be one of12.BUE it could have been Blake Bordes playing against Nick Foles and thethem. They traded reliable starter T yrod Taylor leaving them withBENG~LS B Eagles. Needless to say, they don't have a ton of holes to fill, but they notably interception-prone rookie Nathan Peterman. Head coach Sean 
could use some more wide receivers afi-er both Allen Robinson and AllenMcDermott wants a quarterback he can mold in anyway he wants and 
Hurns departed in free agency. Cain is a prototypical red-rone threat, Rosen can give him that. Rosen had a lot of scouts drooling over him, but he is faster than most give him credit for. He can stretch the field asbut the thought is that he will slide a little more than the others on drafi-
a burner and then go up and get the ball on a 50-50. Only the best wide 
receivers can do that consistently.The Redskins could have the best defensive line in the NFC putting Vea 
next to Jonathan Allen and Ziggy Hood. Vea embodies the "unstoppable 
force" moniker as a big-bodied run-stopper, but he also possesses a strong 
This is the part ofthe drafi-where it gets harder to find immediate impact 
rush for penetrating the offensive line. Space eaters don't get drafi-ed this 
starters. Instead, you have to project for the furure. In this case, thehigh and that's because Vea isn't one; he's more. 
Vikings decided to get a nice insurance policy for Eric Kendricks on the 
This guy single-handedly ruined Ohio State's chances at going to the inside. The Vikings defense is already about as nasry as they come, but 
College Football Playoff. Jackson's two interceptions both turned into adding a guy who can step in ifone of the other linebackers goes down 
makes them all the more dangerous. points and gave Iowa a big edge in the eventual 55-24 undoing of the 
Buckeyes. The Packers just traded Damarious Randall to the Browns 
and are still in need of secondary help with Kirk Cousins, Matthew 
Stalford and Mitch Trubisky all still in the .division. Aaron Rodgers can't Jones would be a great replacement for the recently departed Dion 
keep shouldering the load on his own. · Lewis. In fact, "Rojo" could be even better than Lewis because he could 
shoulder more of the running load than Lewis ever did. Tom Brady 
The question for the Redbirds is whether they will take a quarterback to hasn't yet decided ifhe is returning, but ifhe does (he probably will) they 
learn for a year behind Bradford, or whether they get Larry Fitzgerald's will need to have a strong rushing game to keep the pressure offof their 
heir. They go with wide receiver although the pick looks like a reach: fossil ofa quarterback. 
if he becomes the next Fitzgerald, it's worth it. A red-rone threat that 
benefited from former Clemson offensive coordinator Chad Morris'I 
scheme could be an improvement on a fairly dull corps. Philly made a terrible choice to trade WR Torrey Smith fur CB 
Daryl Worley, who was recently arrested for domestic violence. The 
The Ravens need receiving help bad, but, sadly, the Cardinals just took Eagles released him shortly thereafter, but now they are down a wide 
their guy. Instead they tum to another type ofpass catcher, the tight end. 
receiver. Coincidentally, Washington is the favorite target of MasonHurst was a productive tight end who should have been a baseball player, 
I Rudolph, the quarterback the Patriors drafi-ed at number 23. He is abut he got the yips. Instead, he went back to school and is aiming to be 
rail, fut receiver who can create space between him and any defender 
an NFL-caliber player. Hopefully the Ravens don't psyche themselves 
near him. 
I out of this pick. 
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DAVID PEREZ// Photo Editor 
Amari Rodgers (3) catches a pass during the spring game. Rodgers is poised for a bigger role in the offense in 
his sophomore year. 
BASEBALL 
&cap: Clemson swept Wake Forest 
in Winston-Salem over the weekend, 
but dropped their midweek game 
against Georgia. Brooks Crawford 
pitched incredibly well in the 4-3 
win on Saturday over the Demon 
Deacons. He pitched seven innings 
giving up three runs on five hits 
with five strikeouts an zero walks. 
Coming up: Clemson will host 
Kennesaw State on Tuesday at 6:30 
p.m. before a Wednesday matchup 
against Presbyterian at 6:30 p.m. 
Both games will be played at Doug 
Kingsmore Stadium. The Tigers 
will hit the road to Charlottesville, 
Virginia to play the Virginia 
Cavaliers beginning Friday at 6 p.m. 
VOllEYBALL 
The Tiger noted that volleyball was 
playing Appalachian State last week. 
This was incorrect and The Tiger 
apologizes for the error. 
Recap: Clemson defeated Wofford 
2-1 on Saturday and after a 
45-minute rest they fell to 
South Carolina 2-1 iri the best of 
three sets. 
Coming up: Clemson will begin 
preparations for the full season, and 
when the team returns for official 
fall practice. 
Clemson football 
.. 
secures several top 
2019 recruits 
Ryan Donahue 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Clemson football coaching 
staff started off the 2019 recruiting 
campaign in a big way, securing 
some of the most talented players 
of the 2019 class. The Tigers have 
already received commitments 
from 10 players including five-star 
receiver Frank Ladson and four­
star players Taisun Phommachanh, 
Sheridan Jones, Joseph Charleston 
and Chez Mellusi. 
In Ladson, the Tigers will 
continue to live up to the "Wide 
Receiver U" status that has been 
established over the past decade. 
This season, Clemson will field 
an elite receiving corps lead by 
Hunter Renfrow, Tee Higgins and 
Derion Kendrick. With Landry in 
the mix, the 2019 Tiger receivers 
are shaping up to be an equally 
formidable group. 
The Tigers added 
another quarterback option in 
Phommachanh, who will fook to 
replace Kelly Bryant's athleticism 
next year. While it is hard to 
believe Phommachanh will see 
the field early on as a quarterback 
with Trevor Lawrence and Hunter 
Johnson on the roster, his mobility 
and athleticism will give the 
Tigers a different skill set at the 
quarterback position. 
With the addition of Jones 
and Charleston, the Tigers will 
be addressing what many analysts 
believe is the weakest area on the 
current team - the secondary. 
The Tigers' secondary was 
certainly the weakest point of their 
defense a season ago, and with 
the loss of Ryan Carter, Clemson 
will be looking for players to step 
up in the secondary this reason. 
Dabo Swinney dearly emphasized 
secondary skill and depth this 
offseason with the commitments of 
Jones and Charleston, and Tiger fans 
can expect these two players to make 
an immediate impact in 2019. 
While the 2019 class is 
already elite, Dabo Swinney and 
the Clemson coaching staff are just 
getting started. When asked about 
his recruiting plans for the offseason, 
Swinney said, "Last year we signed 
14, which was a small class, and this 
year we signed 17, which is a small 
class .. . So next year will be the very 
first time in probably three years that 
we'll sign a full 25, and I'm excited • 
about doing that." IfSwinney carries 
through with his plan to sign 25 
players, that means there are 15 
roster spots still open. Clemson 
has been linked to several other top 
athletes including Quavaris Crouch, 
Zacch Pickens, Andrew Booth and 
DeMarcco Hellams, who are ranked 
as the No. 17, 23, 46 and 65 players 
in the class, respectively. 
Swinney summed up his 
thoughts on the 2019 class when he 
said, "It's going to be a great class ... 
We've got a lot ofgreat young people 
identified, and I look forward to 
that process. It never ends." 
I 
I 
I 
THE SPORTS NOTEBOOK: 
WEEK OF APRIL 22-29 
By Brandon Stockdale II Senior StaffWriter 
Welcome to the last Sports Notebook/or the spring 
semester! Let's getyou caught up on what will 
begoing on this week. NOTE: Sunday's baseball, 
women's golfand women's tennis results will NOT 
be reflected in this article. 
ROWING 
&cap: The rowing team competed 
in the Clemson Invitational on April 
14. Katie Herbolsheimer led her 
team to a first-place finish time of 
7:17.64. 
Coming up: Clemson will host the 
ACC Championships on Lake 
Harrwell on May 13. 
GOLF 
&cap: Clemson finished third on 
Friday and trailed by three shots 
following the first round of the 
ACC Tournament. On Saturday, 
Doc Redman and Turk Pettit led 
Clemson to a score of 280 and tied 
for second following two rounds. 
Clemson trailed six shots following 
Saturday's round. 
Comingup: Clemson will compete in 
the NCAA Regional Championship 
beginning on May 14. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
&cap: Senior Daniela Ruiz came 
up big again in Charlottesville. 
Clemson upset Virginia in a 4-3 
comeback win on Friday in a huge 
ACC win for the Tiger women. 
Ruiz broke a 6-6 tie by winning the 
tiebreaker in dominant fashion, 7-4. 
Comingup: Clemsop will begin ACC 
Championship play on Wednesday, 
April 25. 
. .
. .
. .Save .. Graduate .. Explore
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .MONEY . SOONER . ATLANTA 
Get ahead while you're home for the summer. 
With Summer in the City at Georgia State, you'll benefit 
fro1n a variety of courses, pQtential in-state tuition and 
savings on housing. Plus, you'll have the chance to 
connect with Atlanta during an exciting season. 
SUMMER.GSU.EOU 
L 
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Exams approacheth, and with such a daunting time on the horizon, the likelihood of all-nighters in your near future is increasing. Burning that midnight (or 5 a.m.) oil is never 
fun, but sometimes it is necessary. Here are a few tips to get you through any long nights dedicated to seven-page essays or semester reviews. Good luck! 
.. 
..
.. 
KEEP THE LIGHTS ON 
We've all heard Simon and Garfunkel's hit song, but when pulling an all-nighter, darkness is not your old 
friend. While your laptop or phone may blind you during midnight Google searches, they're not enough to 
keep you awake and alert late into the night. Ifyou have a roommate who can't sleep with the lights on, then try 
camping out in the hallway or even the bathroom (that uncomfortable tile floor will definitely keep you from 
falling asleep). 
DRINK YOUR STRESS AWAY L 
I 
Don't throw away your shot to succeed - be sure to drink while 
you're at the grindstone! One of the best ways to keep yourself alert 
without resorting to a cold shower is through drinks. Iced water 
would be the best way to go about it. The cold temperature will 
keep you awake, and the water will keep you hydrated and healthy 
through the night. If you really need that coffee or soda fix, then 
just be sure your stash will last you throughout the entire night. You 
do not want to have a caffeine crash at 4 a.m. 
TAKE ANAP 
Sometimes, when five-minute dance parties just aren't cutting 
it, desperate measures must be taken. Naps, used sparingly, can 
be the saving grace for all-nighter students, as long as you follow 
certain rules. The optimal time for nap taking is between 11 p.m. 
and 1 a.m. If it's too early, you won't even be tired, and if it's too 
late, chances are you'll just turn offyour alarm and go back to sleep. 
Therefore, these two hours are the best times to nap away your 
exhaustion. Just be sure to not go over 30 minutes and to actually 
get up when your alarm goes off. 
CHANGE POSITIONS 
If you're on your bed, then get 
off. The bed is a relaxing place ofsleep 
and serenity, and that is not what you 
need as you frantically attempt to 
finish an assignment the night before 
it's due. Maybe find a lounge or even 
a spare square of carpet to camp on, 
but don't stay there all night. Give 
your mind a break every now and 
then by just shifting your setup, how 
you're sitting or where you are. New 
atmospheres foster new ideas, so feel 
free to wander and look for a new 
place to work every few hours before 
getting back to business. 
AVOID ALL-NIGHTERS TO BEGIN WITH 
PLAY SOME MUSIC 
The best way to drive off the exhaustion that comes with the 
silence of nighttime is to play some bouncy, jammin' tunes. Ifyou're 
one of those people who can't focus when music with lyrics is playing, 
then test out some movie scores by John Williams qr Hans Zimmer. 
Another option might be to listen to a song in another language 
(MIKA is good for people who like the sound of French). However, 
if you're lucky enough to be able to analyze Faulkner while listening 
to a singer crooning about love and heartache, then find an energetic 
Spotify playlist and crank it. The top songs from the mid 2000s are 
particularly great; they're generic enough to not be distracting, but 
exciting enough to keep you awake. And for those ofyou who have a 
roommate, please be considerate and use earbuds! 
TAKE ABREAK 
Listen to Renee and Phillipa's advice and take a break every once 
in a while! Obviously don't treat yourself to a full movie or 40-minute 
Netflix episode, but a YouTube video or two 'never hurt anyone. 
Getting your focus off your work for a· bit can do wonders, allowing 
you to reset your mind and feel a bit less stressed. Take a break and 
watch a cute DIY video or even dance around your room for a bit. 
Just be sure to limit yourself to only one or two videos or songs, and 
then get back to work when your self-imposed break ends. 
SET ALARMS AND ASCHEDULE 
Just as you would use an alarm to wake yourself up from a power nap, use alarms to help keep yourself on tr~ck. 
Set times for when you aim to finish a certain paragraph or unit review, and then set an alarm to enforce that time. 
Studying by a schedule will not only provide a bit of structure for your hectic night, but if you end up ahead of 
-+
schedule, you might even be able to snatch a bit of sleep before class. 
Finally, the best advice you can get: don't put yourself in a position where all-nighters are necessary. It's an objective fact that all-nighters suck, and you can usually avoid them if you just 
make yourself a study schedule that plans out the week before an exam or an essay. It's not fun, and odds are you'll have to give up on going to a party or two, but when finals week arrives you'll 
be well-rested and not stressed, it'll be so worth it. 
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• I turned vegetarian 
for a week 
Photos and article by: Nicole Clamp, Managing Editor 
~ost of us here at Clemson University have had the unfortunate privilege of eating at the dining halls. As a self-diagnosed picky eater, my 
diet has only gotten worse in my two years eating in the dining halls. So last week, after a particularly unhealthy meal that would have made 
my doctor gasp, I decided to take the plunge and try to go vegetarian for a week. For those of you wondering what it takes to be a picky 
vegetarian equipped with a dining hall and a dream, here is a play-by-play of my long week as a vegetarian. 
Day 1: 
I'm not going to lie, this day was probably the easiest. Due to my hectic class schedule, I didn't 
really have time to eat until the afternoon. So, for breakfast I usually have a granola bar while I am 
running (late) to class, and I have some trail mix as a lunch time snack during lab. It wasn't until 
dinner time that I experienced my first obstacle of the week in the shape of a plate full ofchicken 
alfredo. After debating if I wanted to keep this whole charade up, I took a good look at the 
questionable chicken and decided 
to remain strong and opt for a 
grilled cheese. While I was pretty 
proud ofmyself for overcoming my 
· wn unhealthy habits (kind of}, I 
till had the rest of the week to go. 
implications of 
becoming vegetarian hit me a 
lot faster later that day than they 
probably should have. After getting 
a tad angrier than necessary during 
lab, I realized I was suffering from 
"hangry-ness." Even though I 
was taking vitamins, there was a 
noticeable lack of protein in my 
diet necessary to get through the 
day. I stuck to my breakfast and 
snack time routines during the 
day, but was constantly left a little 
hungry and empty inside. After a 
meeting where I ( to the surprise 
of everyone including myself} 
turned down free Chick-Fil-A, I 
raced to the dining hall. Stir-fry 
with hella spinach and mushroom 
was acquired, along with a sense of 
personal accomplishment. Despite 
a successful meatless day, I knew 
that if I was going to make it the 
rest of the week, I would have to 
make some changes in order to get 
the nutrients I was missing. 
Day:3: 
, This ~as the hardest day~f ~h~ week, by far. N;;t only was I tired all ;he time, but my 
stomach hurt and my morale and attention span were low. I came pretty dose to giving up and 
going straight for the sandwich line, but luckily a miracle in the shape of a pizza box came to me. 
While yes, I had yet to eat a vegetable and had probably become more unhealthy than before I 
started this hell week, I opted for some free cheese pizza. It gave me the determination to make it 
through the week. You think I'm over exaggerating? This pizza gave me the strength to turn down 
chicken tenders, my known weakness, later that night. I went to sleep that night very tired, but 
proud of the decisions I had made. 
By: Rebecca West, Asst. Timeout Editor 
Day 4: 
At this point in the week, I was tired and knew I would not be able to keep it up for 
long. It was more a mental game than physical, though, I woke up knowing that this would 
be the day I would finally eat a salad. During classes, I could not summon up the energy 
to pay attention, despite the fact that I had gone to sleep super early the night before. This 
is where I realized I needed actually healthy foods and proteins, otherwise I was going to 
have to eat sleep for the rest of the week. I made a quick trip to the store to eat a "protein­
packed" trail mix snack to make it through one last meeting of the day. Finally, after 
three days of trying to be healthy, I had the first, actually healthy vegetarian 
meal of my life, brought to you by the lovely Schilletter Dining Hall. 
A much-needed salad with spinach, tomato, eggs (for protein}, 
peppers and cheese honestly worked wonders. As I was eating 
this meal, I felt like the pinnacle ofhealth. This was probably 
the only time in my life I can say that a salad revived 
me. My senses came back to me, I could focus on the 
world and all of its activity. I felt like a new and 
improved college student. Day four is the day that 
gave me the drive to finish out one last day of this 
vegetarian experiment. 
Day 5: 
I had made it. I had gone the entire 
week without eating meat, something no 
one thought I would be able to do. At this 
point it was a matter of patience, of counting 
down the dock until I could go back to my 
normal meat-filled diet. Because I was so 
dose to the finish line, I purposefully avoided 
eating at Core and opted for the farther but 
safer Schilletter. I knew that if Core served 
chicken nuggets on Friday, I would be done for. 
I spent the day snacking on fruit and granola, 
daydreaming about what meal I would be eating 
at midnight. And readers, when the dock struck 
midnight on Saturday morning, I felt like Cinderella; 
instead offleeing the ball in terror, I was running happily 
towards the thing I had been fantasizing about all week: 
chicken nuggets. That first bite into the wonderful fried 
nugget of love was life changing. There was more color in my 
face and a new appreciation for life and all of the wonderful things 
in it. It felt like I had discovered new things about myself this week that 
I never would have experienced otherwise. This new Nicole also learned a 
few things this week. Not only did I prove to myself that I have the self-control to go 
without meat, I learned that there were some good things about being a vegetarian. There was 
never a line at the salad station, and it gave me an excuse to snack all day because all of the 
snacks were healthy. I also learned that I needed to start incorporating a few things into my 
diet. While meat supplied protein and iron, I needed to put more veggies and fruits in my diet. 
This also gave me a new appreciation for those brave souls that actually make this a lifestyle. 
The amount ofmeal planning involved is ridiculous, and while I will not be trying this again 
anytime soon, I definitely push everyone to try to become vegetarian for a few days and see 
what you discover about life and yourself. 
l) CIU$i~ttl~~HOV.ir,t 
~\Hlt100ll ~ ill\~~t l.lt ll<MI• 
fifltHlt, Mll"l~~·­
hcm~~l.ll1ill'l~l'Vl.lr 
p!lfti114 fll'lli by1!'1~t l.lmt. 
Winning some SCPA awards. 
Free pizza. 
The weather was hella good this week. 
I saw a great concert on Friday. 
• 
I 
I have not failed out of college yet! 
.. 
I They had spaghetti in the dining hall last week. 
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The signs as a songHOROSCOPES:Pasatiempos 
-,.. ' 
i7 
+ 
CROSSWORD 
Across 
1. Prepares for publication 
or release; 
6. Capital of Yemen; 
10. Male deer; 
14. Gymnast Comaneci; 
15. Hot times abroad; 
16. Knitting stitch; 
17. Bellowing; 
18. Sheltered, at sea; 
I 9. Prefix with meter; 
20. Angry dispute; 
23. Human mind; 
27. Station; 
28. Jacob's first wife; 
29. Former 
New York senator; 
34. Attorney_; 
36. Spanish Mister; 
37. Chou En_; 
40. In spite of; 
43. Santa_, Calif.; 
44. City in Tuscany; 
45. Conductor Georg; 
46. Gift recipients; 
48. Mtn. stat; 
49. Alamogordo's county; 
53. Cherry red; 
55. Viral disease of rabbits; 
60. Choir member; 
6 I. Broccoli 
(leafy vegetable); 
62. Sycophant; 
67. "His and _"; 
68. More than one 
female sheep; 
69. Host; 
70. I smell _!; · 
71. _ sow, so shall...; 
72. Movie critic Roger; 
Down 
I. Bambi's aunt; 
2. _ ._ es Salaam; 
3. Altar words; 
4. Spanish aunt; 
5. Mother oflsaac; 
6. Chair; 
7. Salt tree; 
8. Not e'en once; · 
9.Just_. !; 
10. Sudden outpouring; 
40 
11. Cupshaped flower; 
12. Threepio's buddy; 
13. Reflect; 
41 
56. Calculus calculation; 
57. Shooting marbles; 
58. Follow orders; 
◄2 
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64. Whiz; 
65. _ Rosenkavalier; 
66. Are we there_?; 
21. Spearheaded; 59. Zaire's Mobutu_ 
22. Decorates; Seko; 
23. Primary strategy; 63. Fed. fiscal agency; 
24. Attack; 
25. Seaport in the Crimea; 
26. Tobacco plug; Last week's 
30. White as a. ghost; crossword answers 
31. Intervening, in law; 
32. Architectural piers; 
33. Get thee_ nunnery; 
35. Sagacity; 
37. Actress Palmer;' 
38. Pays to play; 
39. Uncle!; 
41. Juan's uncle; 
42. Active one; 
47. Chem. or biol.; 
49. DDay beach; 
50. President before Polk; 
51. More; 
52. Perch; 
54. Cosmetician Lauder; 
AQUARIUS 
"Aquarius/Let the Sun Shine 
In"- The Fifth DimensionJan. 20 - Feb. 19 
"Cars"- Gary Numan 
0 PISCES 
\ r Feb. 20 - March 20 
"The Wire"- HAIMw.lfn. March ARIES 21 - April 20 
"Something To Bdieve In" -
Spectacular! Cast~TAURUS
•-ye~,,, April 21 - May 20 
,. 
"Welcome to the Black
~GEMINI 
Parade"- My Chemical 
,~.~ May21-June21 Romance
'/]~~ -----; 
"Superman"- Goldfinger 
"99 Luii:balloons"- Nena 
-:.J.r~,~ LEO July 23 - Aug. 23 
~1 "Dead Girl Walking­Reprise"- from "Heathets: 
The Musical"J!t. VIRGO Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
"Hey Jude" - The Beatles~ LIBRA ~7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
SCORPIO "Jackie"- Scott Walker 
Oct. 24- Nov. 21 
"Title Wave"- Portugal. The~
cf-~ SAOITl'ARIVS Nov. 22 - Man Dec. 21 
C. CAPRICORN "Don't Stop Believin"'­
Journey«Dec.22-Jan.19 
Horoscopes by Joseph Messler, Nicole Clamp and Rebecca West, 
Timeout Staff 
CLEMSON STUDENTS 
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RECEIVE A FREE GIFT WHEN YOU OPEN AN ACCOUNT! FOUNDERSFCU.COM • 1-800-845-1614 
680 Old Greenville Highway, Suite 300 
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